I. Introduction
Cognition is the complete process of observing the world, understanding the world and reforming the world by the goal, as showed in figure 1. In Fig.1 , events, goals, works and methods were called cognitive data, so cognition was the processing of all cognitive data [1] . Relating the definition which "computing" was the processing of information, so each processing of single cognitive data was cognitive sub-computing and the processing of all cognitive data was cognitive computing. Cognitive computing was scientific means that expressed cognition, found the law of cognition, and explored the mysteries of the mankind mind [2] . Potential), PET (Positron Emission Tomography), fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging) [6] .
II. The existing Cognitive computing research
In the existing cognitive computing, the cognitive data didn't include all cognitive data , the existing cognitive computing didn't simulate cognition and the existing cognitive computing didn't preprocess inputting cognitive data.
III. Single unit fuzzy event cognitive computing based on goal
A. Single unit fuzzy event and cognition
Single unit fuzzy event was a kind of cognitive theory proposed by the paper [7] , the fact that some cognitive units interacted and generated a new cognitive unit was defined as shows that the work is a unfinished work and stores in problems pool. Problems pool is a memory which storage capacity is finite，while it is full, the number that stores problems calls maximum capacity, the maximum capacity is fixed, as showed in figure 2. In figure 2 , the problems pool is full and the maximum capacity is m, the number that the problems pool is able to store problems arrays from 1 to m.
Definition 3 goal
Goal is the mapping of the problems and cognitions at a certain moment, the problems were stored in the problem pool and wrote 
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Rejecting cognitive sub-computing
A work is provided while the problems pool is full, then rejecting cognitive sub-computing works, the work is be rejected and cognition doesn't work. The algorithm of deleting cognitive sub-computing is expressed as:
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Single unit fuzzy event cognitive computing based on goal
The structure of single unit fuzzy event cognitive computing based on goal is showed in 
2) Learning cognitive sub-computing ; When learning cognitive sub-computing works, the inputting cognition is processed as the cognition by learning cognitive sub-computing, the algorithm of learning cognitive sub-computing is expressed as: 
4) Deleting cognitive sub-computing
When deleting cognitive sub-computing works, it deletes the problem which correlates the single unit fuzzy event from the problems pool.
The algorithm of deleting cognitive sub-computing is expressed as: The volume of the memory bank equals the amount of the cell storing data, but the volume of the memory bank is constant. As showed in figure   5 , there are three kinds of storing cognition in the same memory bank; the volume of the memory bank is 22. In figure 5a , the memory stores four sets of cognition, the amount of lines is 5, the amount of columns is 5; In figure 5b, the memory stores three sets of cognition, the amount of lines is 4, the amount of columns is 6; In figure 5c , the memory stores two sets of cognition, the amount of lines is 3, the amount of columns is 9. The experimental results showed that all selecting rate were ideal and stable, they were in t2  t3  t4  t5  t6  t7  t8  t9  t10 t11 t12 t13 t14   w   w3  e1  e4  e2  e3  w1 e5  cin  w2  w1  w2  w3  e6 
